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The Westenskows

of Falster

MAGDALENE BEGAN THE STORY of her life by setting the record straight. First of all, the name
she is known by is “Lena." Magdalene (pronounced Magdalena) seemed too formal. She came from
Ulslev on the Island of Falster. 1 Marcus knew of the island but had never been there. For that
matter, he perhaps had never been off his Island of Bornholm before emigrating to America.

"I might as well tell you, I was twenty-four years old last December 1, but don't call me an old
maid. I had my chances, but I chose otherwise," she may have confessed in a tone that defied
comment by her admirer. Marcus had been thinking in terms of a more personal relationship with
this feisty little filly ever since he spied her walking along the trail with such determination shortly
after leaving Wyoming. He rationalized that she was only three years older---close enough.

Once Lena got started, she unraveled the tale of her life to the present. Her father, Ole Hansen,
was a "parcellist," which in Danish means a small land holder.2 Her mother was Maren Hansen, a
good and virtuous woman.3 Lena had two older brothers, Hans and Peter. She also had a half-sister,
Anna Christina, by her father's first marriage, who was [308] raised by Lena's mother. The family
lived by the west forest on the Island of Falster. Because there naturally were other Ole Hansens on
the island, her family became identified as the "Ole Hansen by the west forest," or, translated into
Danish, "Ole Hansen westen skow."

Island of Falster  [on right]
Figure 50: Island of Falster

A centuries-old Scandinavian tradition, known as patronymics, required that the father's first
name be given as the surname for his children with the appropriate suffix added, sen (son) or datter
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(daughter). To complicate the ability to identify one Dane from another by appellation, there were
only about thirty male given names to choose from and about twenty-five female names. This custom
begat many complications such as the story about the time when Brother Petersen was asked to close
the meeting with prayer, and [309] half the men in the congregation came forward. "I mean Peter
Peterson."4 Half of those sat down.

Due to the tendency at this time by the younger generation to adopt the anglicized method of
surnames, Hans and Peter chose to be known by the surname Westenskow.5  Lena felt obligated to
follow the Danish tradition, and, consequently, she was identified on her emigration papers as
Magdalene Olsen.

Lena graduated from the public schools in Denmark in 1853 at the age of fourteen, at which time
she was confirmed a member of the Lutheran Church. After graduating, Lena worked away from
home, doing housework such as cleaning, cooking, sewing, caring for the sick, tending the children,
as well as milking the cows, plucking the geese, feeding the pigs and other animals, working in the
garden, and, when necessary, working in the fields-all with meager pay. The Lord must have been
preparing her for a greater work and a greater sacrifice.

On December 2, 1856, when Lena was seventeen, her mother, Maren Hansen, died. Maren's last
words to her young daughter were "Always stay with your brothers." As tears streamed down her
cheeks, Lena promised her dying mother that she would.

Lena's father was an accomplished musician whose profession was to teach music to the Danes on
the Island of Falster. He taught his children to play various instruments, and they played as a family
musical group for dances throughout the island. In later years, Lena's son, Marcus Orlando, wrote
that "they were musicians who would charm the most hardened." Hans became the leader of his own
band and also played the clarinet, cornet, flute, bass viol, as well as first violin.6 Lena was second
violinist.

In Hans delightful hand-written personal history, he recorded the following:

when i was 7 years all i comense to go to School. that same year my Father startet me to
learn to play the Wi olin. about 2 years after my Brother Peter also [310] startet to learn
Musik, and this was the way that ve to Boyes startet outh in Life. her was one ting that vi hov
to promis our Mother; and that was: that ve to Boyes naver would Dring Wisky or Brandy,
and this promis ve hov allwaies kapt. vi hafdite good suksas whit our musik. when i was 20
years all, ve hat a good Bane of our own. I was Born th 17 of Sept 1839 Ulslev Falster
Danmark. i was mariet the 18 Octob 1860 to Karen Petersen, Datter of Peter Jorgensen
Luedker in Luedker in Stubberup Falster. Karen Petersen was Born 21 March 1839 and Died
th 2 March 1884. vi recived the Gudspel in 1862 the 21 March, vu Emigreth in 1863. com
her to Manti 12 of Sept that year. in 1864 my Brother hi come. her vi was working in the
musicle Liev for menny yers. i was odaned en Elder 1863; was Ordaned a 70 th 25 April
1867 I the 48 Quorum; was Ordaned an sat apart as the first Counsler to Bishop Hans Jensen.
this position I kapt ontil 1903 when ve was all reliest from that ofige. Karen Petersen is the
Mother of 12 Children hues Names can be find in her Record in this Boock. I was also
Mariet the 19 of April to Karen Elisabeth Hansen, Datter of Nikolai Hansen of Bjorup
Falster. Karen Elisabeth is the Mother of 3 Children hues Names kan be find in her Records.
Karen Elisabeth was Born the 2 March 1852 Bjorup. I was one of the Workers her in the
Manti Temple in 1888, and have ben a Worker in that Temple from time to time. i together
whit my Family hav also don a good Dee! of Work for our Reletives. vi hav abouth 2000,
tow tausen Names inrolet in our Temple Boogs, and the Work is nearly done for all of dem.7
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Harmony in the home became strained when Lena's father began drinking heavily following
Maren's death. The Mormon missionaries had begun to make inroads on the Island of Falster by this
time, in spite of the deep-seated prejudice against the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Hans and Peter accepted the gospel in 1862. Hans had followed in his father's footsteps as a music
teacher, as well as being a shoemaker, but his enthusiasm for his newly [311] found faith began
overshadowing his duties as a musician and shoemaker.

HANS WESTINSKOW
Born Sept. 17, 1835, Uislev, Falster, Denmarl" Came to Utah May, 1863. J. F.

Figure 51: Hans Westenskow

Finally, in the spring of 1863, Hans left Denmark for America, taking with him his wife, Karen.
Hans and Karen sailed from Liverpool on the B. S. Kimball on May 8, 1863, arriving in New York
on June 15, where their first child was born. By the time they were ready to cross the plains, a third
member of their family, named Peter, was born in Albany, New York.

The Westenskow family crossed the plains with the Captain Sanders ox train, arriving in Manti,
Sanpete County, Utah, on September 12, 1863, where a colony of Scandinavian Saints had
previously made their home. Hans's brother, Peter, arrived in Manti early the following year.

Lena followed her brothers' example by entering the waters of baptism on February 7, 1864. She
was baptized and confirmed by Peter Petersen.8 Her father was outraged by his favored daughter
joining up with those scandalous Mormons, even more so than when Hans and Peter had joined.
This was the last straw! He threw open the door and demanded that Lena never pass over his
threshold again until she was ready to renounce her Mormon faith. Lena took her meager savings
and her few belongings, including [312] her violin and jewelry inherited from her mother, and left
home, never to return.9

Hans Olsen was not the only antagonist whom she had to confront. Even in the eyes of former
friends and acquaintances, animosity arose and she was treated with contempt. Lena had become a
stranger among her own people. But that made the parting easier. She looked forward with
hopefulness to the time when soon she would be together with those who were one in faith and spirit
who cared not for the hatred of the world.
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The Mormon elders assured Lena that the Church would be willing to assist her in going to
America through the Perpetual Emigration Fund. Lena's meager savings would hardly buy her
passage to Liverpool. What would she have done for her fare to America? A second-class ticket cost
around ten shillings per adult. 10 Of course, she would have to go steerage, if at all. Then there was
the cost of railroad passage from New York to the frontier, and then an arduous trip by wagon train
to Utah. Each phase of the journey required more money. It would take her years to save up enough
rigsdalers to pay her own way to her "Promised Land," which was gradually becoming an obsession.
Besides her growing faith in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, she longed to join her
brothers in Utah, in compliance with her mother's dying wish. She worked at odd jobs, but there was
not much left over after paying for her room and food.

Lena realized that borrowing from the PEF was her only solution.11 The expense of
transportation to her destination was a costly sum of ninety-five pounds. This was more money than
she had seen in all her life, but she was assured that she would be helped by the PEF. Ship's passage
was fifty-two pounds and railway tickets were twenty-four, plus other expenses such as the cost to
join a wagon train from the railroad terminal in Iowa to Salt Lake City.12

Lena's plans for emigration from her native land were ill-timed. The most practical and
economical route for [313] Danish emigrants was to assemble in Copenhagen, a short boat ride to
Kiel, then travel through Denmark's Schleswig and Holstein into Prussia, board a ship in Hamburg
on the Elbe River, and on to England, as the Funks had done. But Prussia and Austria had recently
declared war on Denmark and had invaded the Danish territory of Schleswig and Holstein.13

The Saints were notified in all the conferences in Denmark that those desiring to emigrate were to
assemble in Copenhagen. There were derisions cast against the large gathering of Mormons in
Copenhagen by many of the residents. Since the breaking out of hostilities, every able-bodied man
was subject to conscription into the military. Even newspapers directed their scorn against the
Mormons, whom they claimed were trying to escape the draft. Fortunately, Hans and Peter had
already sailed to America. But haste was needed as the German Army drove further into Jutland, for
there was fear of the harbors being closed. 

After assembling in Copenhagen, three hundred fifty-three converts were put on board a small
steamer on April 10. Jesse N. Smith was in charge of the company of Saints. Also in the company
was Parley P. Pratt and Patriarch John Smith, who had succeeded his great uncle, also John Smith,
as presiding patriarch. The booming of the cannons from the bombardment on Alsan Island
heightened the fears of the boarding emigrants. A great many young men stole away secretly and
rejoined the group of Saints in England and New York.l5 Rain began pouring down in torrents as
winds drove the waves over the deck. The steamer set a course for Oresound, the narrow channel
separating Denmark and Sweden. Finally the rough seas persuaded the captain to anchor out of pity
for the emigrants before sailing into the open sea. A young fellow-shipmate of Lena's described the
situation as follows:

We were fairly out of the harbor when the heaving of the vessel began to cause a peculiar
sensation as though my stomach was displeased with its present location [314] . . . . When I
now after so many years think of the night, how the sick people were laying in the hold on
the floor in a promiscues way, men, women, and children, it is almost enough to sicken my
stomach now.16

The next morning, the ship pulled anchor even though the storm had increased in fury. The waves
rolled over the deck. All the passengers were sick and encouraged those who could walk to brave the
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storm on deck where the air was fresh. Nevertheless, the little steamer plowed through the waters
ofSkagerrak and into the turbulence of the North Sea. The storm tossed the vessel to and fro, up and
down for forty-eight merciless hours. 17

After a three-day voyage through heavy seas, the ship docked in Hull on England's east coast. The
Saints were given shelter in a large warehouse. They now had access to their bedding, where they
laid it out on the floor and laid down for a night of blissful rest. They spent several days here
awaiting accommodations for the next leg of their journey. Our same H. N. Hansen wrote of this
layover, probably also reflecting the perplexity of Lena and all the Danish Saints who were gathered
in those new and alien surroundings:

As I was looking around in that neighborhood one day and with curiosity beholding what
was going on in this new world, I would frequently listen to the conversation between men to
try to catch some word that I could understand but in vain. I remember as I was pondering
over this strange affair I noticed a rooster, and saw him flap his wings just as a rooster would
do in Denmark, and was almost surprised to hear him crow exactly as a Danish rooster would
do. I came to the conclusion while men in different lands spoke different languages, that
rooster language was the same throughout the world. 18

After a week's stay in Hull, the party of Saints resumed their journey across England's breadth by
rail to the western [315] seaport town of Liverpool, which was the home of the British Mission. This
was Lena's first ride on a railway, as was the case with most of the other emigrants. In Denmark,
people did not often travel long distances, unless they were fishermen. Lena probably never saw
country and people more than fifty miles from her home on the island of Falster. The train ride was
much more pleasant than the boat ride. Lena cared not to contemplate the voyage ahead.

The company of Saints arrived at the docks in Liverpool just before nightfall. After disembarking
from the train, they were herded into an open shed where they were expected to spend the night on a
stone pavement. After the wild boat ride across the North Sea, Lena felt she had no reason to expect
anything better. Young Brother Hansen described his feelings as follows:

It was poor accommodations for human beings, but then we were only Mormon emigrants
and I did not hear of much complaints. It was expected that the road to Zion would be a
difficult one, that God's people should go through much tribulation whereby to become
purified as gold. With this understanding all were determined to bear with meekness that
which seemed to be their lot looking forward to the ultimate reward: a home in Zion.19

On April 26, 1864, the emigrant Saints boarded the Monarch of the Sea. This vessel was the
largest ship ever chartered to carry Mormon emigrants. She was an exceptionally sturdy clipper ship,
one thousand nine hundred seventy-nine tons. The ship measured two hundred twenty-three feet
long, almost the length of a present-day Boeing 747 airliner. By today's standards, she would be
considered a small ship, but in those days she was a queen, as her name implied. She sailed the seas
for twenty-five years until she was lost at sea.20

According to Eva Bentley's Magdalena Westenskow Funk, Lena boarded the General McClellan
for her voyage to New York on which there were primarily English, Scotch [316] and Welsh
passengers with only a sprinkling of Danish.  There is no evidence in any passenger lists of that ship
with the name Magdalene(a) Westenskow, Olsen, or Hansen. On the Scandinavian Mission
Emigration Records, "Magdalene Olsen" is listed, age twenty, birthplace as Falster, and a spinster
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traveling alone assigned to the Monarch of the Sea, which quite accurately identifies Lena. This ship
carried mostly Scandinavian passengers. The record of those indebted to the Perpetual Emigration
Fund in 1864 lists the same name, “Magdalene Olsen.”21

In contrast to the gloomy weather, the Saints were animated as they boarded the vessel. Lena had
difficulty believing that she was actually about to sail for America. She was afraid that if she
pinched herself, she would wake up to find herself back in Sonder Asley with her head pressed
against a cow's flank engaged in her morning milking chores. There were nine hundred and seventy-
four emigrating souls on board, all with plans of pushing on to the Salt Lake Valley as soon as they
docked in New York. As they ascended the gangplank, many stole backward glances toward shore
as tears filled their eyes, searching for friends or loved ones among the waving well-wishers on the
dock. Lena had no loved ones on the dock to complicate the parting.

The passengers were housed on three decks. Families were berthed amidships, where there was
somewhat more space, but single individuals, such as Lena, were cramped uncomfortably together.
The resourceful company president came up with a logical solution. He suggested that betrothed
couples be married without further delay to relieve the imbalance. Some couples subscribed to this
common-sense suggestion and were promptly united in matrimony, and thus the congestion in the
aft of the ship was partially eased. Lena chose to remain with the congested as there was no suitable
prospective husband within her grasp. But she tingled with excitement to finally be on the verge of
sailing to America and then on to Zion.  [317]

[Figure omitted]
Figure 52: Scandinavian Mission Emigration Records---Dernes Conference

[318]
[Figure omitted]
Figure 53: Monarch of the Sea

While the ship was being loaded with cargo, the Saints were organized into wards. Elder John
Smith, the Patriarch and grandson of Hyrum Smith, was appointed to preside over the entire
company with Elders John D. Chase, J. P. R. Johnson, and Parley P. Pratt as counselors. Captain
Kirkaldy seemed pleased that his passengers were under good supervision.22

The Monarch of the Sea strained against her moorings at the Bramley-Moore Dock as if anxious
to break loose for the open sea. But there was still more delay. There was difficulty in obtaining
sailors to man the ship. The bounty offered by the American Navy induced so many sailors to enter
into their service at the height of the Civil War that it created a great scarcity of qualified seamen.
Unfortunately, Captain Kirkaldy had to take on a certain amount of riffraff, which added to the
tribulation of the passengers.23

It was not until two days later on the twenty-eighth that this large and proud vessel was towed out
of the harbor into the sea again with her cargo of Zion-bound Saints, the largest Mormon emigrant
party to ever sail the seas. As she watched the English shoreline slowly fade into the blue [319] gray
of the horizon, perhaps Lena's excitement yielded to feelings of apprehension. This certainly was a
climactic event in the life of a small Danish maiden who had taken on such a daring solo adventure.

Even while the ship was being towed in calm waters, some of the passengers made their fears
well-founded by resigning themselves to seasickness. Lena was somewhat accustomed to sea life,
often going fishing with her brothers, but she endured only three days without seasickness during the
entire voyage.24 It seemed that there were many whose stomachs refused to harmonize with the rise
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and fall of the ship.
As the ship passed Holyhead off the northern coast of Wales, the pilot was given several letters

written by the Saints to be mailed as a last farewell to loved ones in the "old country." The pilot
boarded the tug as the passengers lining the rail waved their farewell to the last connecting link of
their past lives. The Monarch of the Sea unfurled her sails, shuddered as she caught a stiff southwest
breeze off the Irish Sea, and set her course toward the setting sun. For the next several weeks, Lena's
eyes would be scanning the western horizon.25

The Saints quickly recognized that the crew members of the Monarch of the Sea were a rough and
ill-tempered lot. They treated the passengers as though they were not fit company for them to
associate with. If any of the emigrants happened to be blocking their way on deck they would kick
and shove them, having no regard for either women or children.

Another problem that soon became apparent was the rations and cooking facilities. The church
agents had stored on board hardtack, pork, peas, white flour, sugar, coffee, and a few other
provisions. The ship furnished water at a very minimal portion to each individual daily. But the
kitchen was not a tenth large enough.26 Many days, several of the passengers had only hardtack to
gnaw because their rations could not be cooked.  [320]

The voyage and its miseries lasted nearly two months, according to Brother Hansen, with no
chance of washing clothes or bodies. If any of the passengers would attempt to wash their clothes
and hang them to dry on the deck, the crew would throw the clothes overboard with out the least
provocation. There was little chance for the clothes to dry below deck with its humid and stale air.
Another fellow-passenger denounced the treatment received from the crew with a touch of
vindictiveness:

I must mention we had the most cruel and wicked set of sailors that I ever met in my life, and
they caused us some trouble. However, soon after our voyage, that ship went to the bottom of
the ocean (Atlantic) and I suppose they deserved it. 27

To the emigrants, the Atlantic Ocean in all its vastness created feelings of fear and loneliness.
Converts to the Church who had never been far from home soon found themselves at the mercy of
varying winds and relentless waves. At night, lying in her berth, at times terror-stricken, Lena
listened to the creaking and straining noises of the ship, the flap of canvas, the wind whistling
through the shrouds and rigging, and the shouting officers and crew scrambling on deck and aloft.
Below deck, the emigrants' little world was dark and confining. It was a disharmony of children
crying, the retching and vomiting of the seasick, the muttering and groaning of dispirited voyagers,
and the waves crashing against the wooden hull and over the deck. On May 10, while in the throes
of a violent storm, a father tied his daughter to part of the ship's superstructure to keep her from
being tossed about by the pitching of the ship. An old man had just cooked a big kettle of peas and
was about to partake of his delicacy when he was thrown to the deck by the heaving of the ship and
was sliding back and forth helplessly in a myriad of green peas.

As terrifying as the storms at sea were for the immigrants, it was the silent, deadly creeping of
disease that [321] claimed the greater number of lives among the closely packed voyagers. The
angel of death passed stealthily among the Monarch of the Sea passengers, as cholera spread from
one to another, preying mostly upon the children. Cholera is highly infectious, carried in polluted
food and water, but its cause was unknown in the nineteenth century, and speculation on its
treatment ran wild. Some thought it was carried in the fumes of the air, so cities waged great
campaigns to bum sulphur for purification. Lime was spread on the streets to disinfect them. Doctors
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tried bloodletting or burning the soles of the sufferer's feet as possible cures, remedies that usually
accelerated the victims' deaths.28 On board ship, there was little that could be done but pray and
wait. Yet the specter of death always hovered near while journeying to Zion.

Brother Hansen made this sad observation, assuming the disease to be measles:

I think about 60 children died which included nearly all the little ones found among us. The
disease among the children was said to be the measles. It was truly a trying time for parents
and relatives of the little ones. No sooner was life extinct, but they would put their body in a
coarse sack together with a piece of iron and dump them over board to sink.29

Ship wrecks were not an uncommon occurrence. During a fourteen month period ending
December 31, 1841, five hundred fifty-seven vessels were reported wrecked-mostly along the North
American Atlantic coast-and twenty-eight more were listed as missing. Some six hundred fifty lives
were lost. But there was also an uncommon reason to be thankful:

The Mormons were fortunate in their choice of vessels. During the three decades under sail,
their emigrant ships all made safe passages except the bark Julia Ann, wrecked in 1855 out
of Australia. The Saints and some masters attributed this remarkable [322] safety record to
the hand of Providence and the fact that ships were often dedicated and blessed before
embarking on an emigrant voyage. Many of the vessels were eventually lost at sea, but not
while carrying Mormon passengers. Some reported dismasting, shredded sails, serious leaks,
and dismantled rigging during passage.30

About June 1, the eyes of the weary Saints beheld their first view of the shores of the new
continent, the promised land for which home and its comforts had been sacrificed. Lena breathed
deeply as her eyes beheld the green shoreline of the American continent and now the last phase of
the long and tedious voyage with all its trials and hardships was upon them. At last, the difficult part
of the journey was over, she reasoned, even though they were warned that there still were thousands
of miles yet to travel before arriving at their Rocky Mountain home.

As the Monarch of the Sea approached the banks of Newfoundland, the Atlantic Ocean lapsed
into its worst behavior. High winds whipped the sea into a foaming caldron of slashing waves. To
sailors, these waters were aptly known as Iceberg Alley. Forty-eight years later along this shipping
lane, this same briny deep would provide the burial site of the Titanic and fifteen hundred of her
passengers. Lena's daughter, Florina, provided us with an insight into her mother's perilous voyage:

The ship she was on was a sailing vessel. The seas were rough with bad storms which made
the long slow journey very unpleasant. They were on the water six weeks and five days,
Mother being sick all the time except three days. One night during the voyage a terrific storm
came up causing a great deal of damage. The main mast was broken and there was danger of
the vessel's sinking. The passengers were warned of the danger and were prepared to take to
the life boats. The storm passed over, however, with no loss of life. The next morning the
captain called all the Saints on deck and told them that if it had not been for the faith [323] of
those on board, the ship would have been lost. He acknowledged that a supreme power
guarded the ship.31

But the storms and sickness were not Lena's only adversities. She had made friends with two
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other girls who were also without family. All three girls had managed to bring with them sufficient
means to get themselves to Utah after they landed in New York. Lena had inherited from her mother
a sizeable quantity of expensive jewelry that was to see her safely to Utah. But now the plot
thickens. Sailing with them was a seemingly paternalistic Mormon elder who claimed that he was
just returning from a mission to Denmark. After gaining the girls' confidences, the solicitous fellow
passenger suggested that their money and valuables would be much safer under his watchful eye
during the voyage. Lena could well recall the docks at Liverpool crawling with hordes of beggars
and thieves as well as the shipping agents, baggage services, and other parasites who were not
adverse to overcharging, lying, and cheating naive and defenseless emigrants. Add to that the
barbaric behavior of the crew and the girls agreed that they could use a watchful guardian of their
properties. They decided to entrust their entire fortunes to the safekeeping of the "elder."32

The Monarch of the Sea was put in tow by a small tug steamer as she neared the mouth of the bay
at New York. As soon as she dropped anchor in the Upper Bay, the ship and her passengers were put
under quarantine awaiting inspection. After a considerable delay, the immigrants were put ashore at
Castle Garden. This was the immigrant depot, a small fortified island located near the southern tip of
the Island of Manhattan. This separation was later filled to become a part of the main island.33 A
Latter-day Saint immigrant from an earlier year voiced her impression of Castle Garden in no
uncertain terms:  [324]

I had such glorious ideas of the New Country, and these dreams of America were somewhat
shaken when I viewed the awful place with such a fair sounding name--Castle Garden. . . .
We were all anxious to set our eyes upon the promised land, but landing at the unkept
immigration quarters was enough to dispirit the bravest heart.34

Excitement heightened as the passengers became earthbound once again, ending a thirty-one
day voyage.35 The average crossing by sail ship from Liverpool to Boston or New York was thirty-
eight days. Three years later when steamships became the common means of transporting the Saints,
the time for crossing would be cut in half. The shorter time was a welcome relief as the death toll
decreased substantially.

[Figure omitted]
Most Mormon voyages--especially after 1855---terminated at New York.  In this Currier & Ives
lithograph of Manhattan in 1876, Castle Garden is the circular structure in the lower left-hand corner
between the Hudson and East rivers.  Courtesy The New York Historical Society.

Figure 54: Castle Garden

It was a strange sensation as Lena set foot on solid ground once more, her unsteady steps
unconsciously expecting the ground to roll. She followed her fellow passengers as she gazed at her
new surroundings, her body [325] tingling with excitement at the thought of being in America. One
perplexed Italian immigrant wrote home after arriving a few years later, and said,

I came to America because I heard the streets were paved with gold. When I got here, I found
out three things. First, the streets weren't paved with gold; second, they weren't paved at all;
and third, I was expected to pave them.
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Nevertheless, to Lena it seemed like a dream to actually be in America, the land of liberty.
But the United States was not so united at the time; she was locked in the midst of a bloody Civil
War. General Grant's Army of the Potomac had the Army of Northern Virginia under Lee's
command in a state of siege at Petersburg, but at a terrible cost of human life, while Sherman was
pounding on the door to Atlanta. Lena had left her native homeland while war was being waged
there only to arrive at her adopted homeland in the midst of another war, only here much more
devastating. The party of Saints was anxious to move on to distance themselves from the carnage
caused by the conflict between the States.

But Utah was still far away, and, alas, so was the "benevolent" elder when the three shocked
girls tried to find him to reclaim their money and jewelry. The thief was never seen or heard of
again.36 It would be many months before Lena would stop studying the faces in crowds who might
resemble the malefactor.

There was a long delay at Castle Garden while the immigration officers made a thorough
search of luggage, especially for contraband. It seemed that the custom officials charged for almost
everything beside what individuals were clothed with. After all, the long drawn-out Civil War had to
be financed. The three girls would have been stranded in New York had not some of the kind Saints
in the company made it possible for them to continue the journey to Utah.  [326]

The company of Saints left New York in the afternoon for Albany by steamboat. Up the
Hudson River they steamed for one hundred fifty miles. The Saints arrived in Albany early the
following morning. They then boarded rail cars for Buffalo. From there, after another delay, they
climbed on other rail cars for St. Joseph, Missouri. Although every coach was full to capacity, the
Saints were delighted with the cushioned seats. Brother Hansen commented with satisfaction, "We
began to enjoy our ride by rail in this new land where everything looked so strangely different to
what our eyes were accustomed to behold."37 Their enjoyment, however, was short-lived. When
night overtook them, the crowded conditions allowed little rest. The train was pitifully slow as it was
frequently sidetracked for other trains with a higher priority, especially those engaged in the war
effort. Their train arrived at a point where it necessitated a change where their cars with cushioned
seats were exchanged for temporary board seats without back supports hastily put together in box
cars. It was suspected that the military appropriated the more comfortable cars for the movement of
troops.

The Civil War created prejudices and distrust against strangers, especially directed toward
those speaking a foreign tongue, as illustrated in this episode experienced by Lena's company:

The Civil War was ending and some of the troops encountered by the emigrants on the way
to the outfitting camps at Wyoming, Nebraska, manifested much bitterness towards them. At
one point they drove the emigrants through a river with the rain descending in torrents,
which exposure caused much sickness and some deaths in the company.38

Now conditions became ten times worse in the box cars. On one occasion, the Saints were
shoved into cattle cars where hog excrement was covered with a thin layer of straw and with nothing
to sit upon but the straw. On arriving in [327] Chicago, they were furnished with the luxury of
passenger cars again as far as Quincy, Illinois. Probably the returning elders who were escorting the
company of foreign Saints became absorbed in pointing out familiar landmarks as they traveled in
the proximity of Nauvoo. Their luck ran out as once again they were offered box cars after crossing
the Mississippi. By this time, the Saints' patience had run out with their luck. They refused to board
the box cars. Lena was probably one of those who was determined to walk rather than endure more
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of the box car agony and stench. Of course, Lena had no money for train fare anyway, so that made
walking all the more an acceptable option. They were informed that there would be no other cars
available until the next day. There was no shelter and no access to their bedding. The company of
Saints gathered in nearby woods, and by the use of shawls and overcoats made themselves tolerably
comfortable. In fact, sleeping on the ground proved to be the most comfortable night Lena had spent
in over a week.

The next day, the company was put aboard a regular passenger train that took them across
the state of Missouri. The railway ride through Missouri was a harrowing experience. They noticed
union soldiers stationed at bridges to prevent their destruction by the rebels. One immigrant in a
passenger car traveling through Missouri reported that

Just before we arrived in St. Joseph, Missouri, the rebels, or bushwhackers, fired two cannon
balls through our train, one shot went through the passenger car exactly eight inches above
the peoples' heads and the other through a baggage car destroying a great amount of
baggage.39

Here they traveled through scenes of the bitter Missouri persecutions. At last they reached
the railroad terminal at St. Joseph, Missouri, a busy port on the Missouri River as well as a frontier
post for westward overland migration. This was the doorway to those with the spark of adventure
and [328] dreams of a utopia beyond the western horizon. While traveling through Missouri, Lena
stared in horror at the ruins of whole towns that had been laid waste by the war. Here at the end of
the Rock Island line, they were dumped off on the sand near the bank of the Missouri River to await
a river boat. They had traveled by rail almost halfway across the continent.

But these Mormon immigrants had their hopes and dreams focused on things of a spiritual
nature. It was their Zion in the valley of the mountains that beckoned them on. They now boarded a
small wooden steamer that set her course upstream against the current of the mighty Missouri and
the last leg of their journey to Wyoming, the outfitting post on the eastern edge of the Nebraska
Territory. They were the first immigrants from overseas to arrive at this newly designated "fit-out"
post, named Wyoming. Even though this small outpost had not been in existence long, there were
already grave markers for those good souls whose physical endurance fell short of their goals.4O

It was about the middle of June, and their Utah Zion was still over a thousand miles beyond
prairies, plains and mountains. The company from the Monarch of the Sea was informed that there
were others en route to join them. There would be a waiting period of several days before they
would arrive. Magdalena, showing no signs of discouragement, began preparations for her sojourn at
Wyoming.

A few members had tents, but those who were not as fortunate had to rely on their ingenuity
for shelter. Consider that the majority of these foreign converts had never pitched a tent on the
ground, cooked outdoors, or built a campfire. They had none of the skills that made frontiersmen.
But they had the stuff of which heroes and heroines were made. 

With willow poles for support, they piled brush, mostly sumac bushes, on the poles. This
arrangement provided an excellent means of straining the rain water as it filtered in streams through
their brush roof during the nightly downpours. As for rain, Lena was often subjected to long and
[329] steady periods of rain in Denmark, but here along the Missouri River she had never witnessed
such "pour downs" along with thunder and lightning that left her numb with terror.41 However, their
brush huts did fine in providing shade from the summer sun.

Their trials and tribulations continued. Disease began to creep into the camp, this time
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attacking both old and young alike. The cholera epidemic struck with a vengeance. Their resistance
to it was compromised by the climate, diet, and fatigue.

F or six weeks, the Monarch of the Sea immigrants lingered in Wyoming as the burial plots
increased in number.

Lena's life story to the present made Marcus realize that here was a girl who was capable of
handling life on the frontier. Besides her resolve, Marcus was able to discern a beauty that lay under
the sweating brow and dust-covered cheeks. In the evening around the campfire, Marcus was able to
persuade Lena on rare occasions to take out her violin and play melodies that were perhaps never
heard on the trail before.

Lena and her two friends continued their trek over the rocks and sands of the endless plains,
through streams, and over hills that steepened as they left the Nebraska landscape. The trail became
less traveled in 1864; sometimes the only sign of human life other than their own train would be at
an occasional stage station. The trek had its highs and lows of human endurance. Along the trail, a
family brought their wagon to a halt and removed the body of a loved one who had died during the
day. They hurriedly dug a shallow grave to the side of the trail. With little ceremony, while not
betraying the extent of the pain they felt in their hearts, the body was laid in the shallow grave and
then covered. The grieving family then hurried on to catch up with the train, leaving that sacred and
lonely spot to be watched over by the howling winds.42  [330]

One of Lena's fellow travelers had the difficult task of writing a letter to Denmark to the
husband of one of the women in the wagon train, Caroline Mortine Hansen, whose physical strength
could not match her faith:

Dear Brother Hansen: . . . Will tell you a little about your wife Caroline, she walked as much
of the way as she could. She was well most of the time. Toward the end she wasn't very well,
then became very sick. Many of the Saints had cholera, it was a stomach trouble. She was too
weak to go on, was only sick six days and on the 7th the Lord called her home to a better life.
She died with faith, hope and love for her Heavenly Father. She was taken from us the 9th of
September 1864, just six days before we reached Salt Lake City on the fifteenth. She was
buried on the plains of Wyoming.

/S/ Trine Marie Hold

At the Bear River Station, Martin Wood, who was returning home from a mission in
England, lost his life in an accident. Mourning was tempered with thoughts of home as they camped
the next night at a trekker's favorite campground, Cache Cave. And then there were Echo Canyon,
Silver Creek, Big and Little Mountains, and at last, the City of the Saints. Magdalene and the other
two girls pushed and pulled the handcart all the way to the Valley of the Great Salt Lake, riding only
when crossing streams and rivers that were too deep to wade. Since the girls had no families of their
own to care for, they went among the company helping with the children, caring for the sick, and
giving whatever help was needed. They walked all day and when camped at night, they washed
clothes for themselves as well as for those who needed help. In this way, the girls felt that they were
repaying the kindnesses shown them by the several members of the immigrant company back in
New York where the girls had found themselves penniless.43  [331]

After listening to Lena's account of her adventures, and misadventures, in arriving to this
point of her journey to join the Saints in Utah, Marcus had become captivated by Lena's modest
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candidness. As the miles to their destination lessened, their affection for one another increased. Even
though the cool winds of autumn were beginning to turn the leaves of the quaking aspen to a
shimmering gold, spring was in the air as far as Lena and Marcus were concerned. By the time they
entered the Salt Lake Valley on September 15, 1864, Marcus had proposed marriage and Lena had
readily accepted. It seems natural that a Dane such as our young Marcus would be attracted to
another of Danish femininity whose customs and language were commonly shared. There was a
negative imbalance of Danish female immigrants, so Marcus realized the advantage of securing such
a prize before other young bachelor Danes already settled in Utah took to the offensive.

From Salt Lake City, Lena turned south and on to Manti to join her brothers. Three days later
in the company of the remainder of the William B. Preston ox train, Marcus arrived in Maughan's
Fort, now known as Wellsville, to the welcome of loved ones and the strains of the Logan Brass
Band. Henry Ballard's final entry in his journal of the 1864 wagon train trek on September 19 reads:

We arrived home safely feeling very thankful to our Heavenly Father for His mercies over us
and families while traveling over two thousand miles, also very thankful to again enjoy the
society of our families and friends and find them in good health.44

Marcus wasted no time in heading further north to return to the home of his parents in
Richmond. He had exciting news and many stories to share with his family and arrangements to
make for the arrival of his betrothed.

Lena was overjoyed to again be with members of her family in Sanpete County. Hans was
already involved with [332] his music as a teacher and choir leader. He was also director of the brass
band and orchestra, which would continue for twenty years.45 Peter had arrived from Denmark
earlier in the same year, while Hans and his family had been in Manti for several months. Manti
history reveals that in February of 1899, children of Hans and Peter were among the first Mormon
settlers in the Grande Ronde Valley of Oregon.46 But in Manti, the Westenskows were fast
becoming an integral part of this thriving community.

Before Lena hardly had a chance to catch her breath and nurse her sore feet, Hans and Peter
had her playing with them for dances around San Pete County. There was little time or inclination
for homesickness for her native land. Lena was with family in an exciting new world, full of vast
empty spaces and kind hearts. And what was more, she was in love!

Isaac Morley, the patriarch who had given Charles Westover a blessing at the banks of the
Elkhorn sixteen years earlier, had led the original group of settlers to what is now Manti. Since then
many Scandinavian converts had flocked to Manti and surrounding settlements in Sanpete County,
becoming known as Little Scandinavia. The result of this diversity of culture soon corrupted the
spoken language into baffling and humorous distortions of the mother tongue, such as "God bless
the President of the kwirk and also da twelf impossibles" and "multiply and blemish the earth."

An anecdote that exemplifies the tendency of the misuse of English idiom is told of a funeral
of a Brother Christensen, an original pioneer of Ephraim. A good brother who was prone to sprinkle
a good part of his own personality into his oratories was asked to be a speaker at the services for the
deceased Brother Christensen. The eulogy went like this:  [333]

De Bishop haf asked me to spake de funeral sermon ofBrodder Christensen und I don't know
anything dat vill gifme more joy. It vas yust a few veeks ago dat he vas galavanting around
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her full of vim und vitality, un now all dat is before us is yust de old carcass--de
shell as it var; de nut has gone. Ven he vas sick it seemed for a little vile that he vould recruit
but he suffered a prolapse un vent to his happy hunting ground ver der is no pain or tears, or
Vord of Visdom.

Brodder Christensen vas a patriotic man un many a time he has sung de "Star Spangled Flag"
und many times haf I heard him recite dos beautiful vords from dat grand old Patriarch
George Vashington:

'Breathes der de man vit sould so dead Who never said to himself
Dis is my own, my native land,
Veder he vas born here or in Denmark?'

Und alvays he was a minute man un a true soldier. All de time he was on de varpath. He
fought shoulder to shoulder vit Blackhawk, und he fought hand to hand vit odder Indians for
de people of Manti and Ephraim. Now finally he hafto lay down his arms. Und yen I tink of
de character of dis vonderful patriarch, I feel it an honor to ad a bo-ket to de character of dis
find ol veterinary .

He didn't know a great deal about dis vorld. He tought dat Henry Clay var a kind of adobe
mud, but he var spiritually minded und more dan yonce he testified dat he had peered into
the great behind. He loved de gospel. He loved it more dan anything in de vorld except
maybe his second vife.

He was a very gud recitation speaker, und oh how I like to hear him recitation dat poem "Oh
Death, var is thy stinger."

And so considering all de vonderful characteristics of dis Brodder I tink ve can take him out
un have him interned in dat barn from vich no traveling man returns. He have given me a
testimony of de great principle-de immortality of de soul, vich he had practiced all his life.
Un now 1 close in de name of de Holy Ghost. Amen.

Perhaps repeating just one more anecdote of Scandinavian humor might be forgivable:

When a luckless Dane loses a finger to a buzz saw and his companion chides him,
"Why, you fool you. You put your finger right into the saw," he says, "I dit not; 1
yust vent like dat--oops, der goes de udder vun."

Marcus was in the mood for laughing and shouting and it did not take Danish humor
to get him that way. He was going to be married, of all things. Diderick and Maren just had
to smile and shake their heads at the change in their love-struck son. Like a whirlwind,
Marcus soon found his way to Manti, the only place on earth where the Indians learn to
speak white man talk with a Danish accent. Where was his comely brown-eyed beauty? He
was a young man in love and Lena Westenskow (or was it Olsen, or maybe Hansen? Well,
who cares? Soon it would be Funk.) was the object of his desire. Five weeks and two days
after arriving in the Salt Lake Valley, Marcus and Lena were married in Manti, October 22,
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1864. Lena could not be happier. Even though they were born and raised less than a hundred
miles apart, it took over six thousand miles of rigorous travel over turbulent seas and in a
strange land with even stranger customs to meet and fall in love.

Following their wedding ceremony in Manti, Marcus scooped up his lovely wisp-of-
a-bride and off they rode to their castle in the sky, which turned out to be on a comer lot of
the block south of the home of Marcus's parents in Richmond. It was there that Marcus built
their first home, a one room log house, which became the birthplace of five of their eleven
children.  [335]

Two months following their wedding, Marcus and Lena, together with Marcus's two
brothers, Hans and Christopher, and their wives, journeyed to Salt Lake City where they all
received their endowments and the three marriages were solemnized in the Endowment
House on December 27, 1864. Marcus's brother-in-law, Charles W. Hyde, who was married
to Marcus's sister, Cecelia, was a patriarch in Salt Lake City and a man of mighty faith. It
may have been on this same trip that Marcus and Lena each received a patriarchal blessing
from Charles Hyde.47 Marcus was given this special blessing:

A Blessing by C. W. Hyde Patriarch Upon the head of Marcus Funk the son of
Castina & DeDrick Funk Born Dec 3d 1842 Denmark

Marcus in the name of Jesus I place my hands upon your head and I seal upon the [ e)
a father's blessing for the eye of the Lord has been upon thee that thou shouldst do a
great and a mighty work in Zion, and shall yet proclaim the gospel to thine own
native land with the sound of a trumpet and shall push many people together and lead
them to Zion with songs of everlasting joy and you shall have power to heal the sick
yea and even raise the dead and do any miracle that was ever done upon the earth to
forward the kingdom for you shall have an inheritance in Zion and your habitation
shall be beautiful with flocks, herds and all manner of fruit trees to gladden your
heart and thy table shall be spread with all the beautiful fruit of the earth and it shall
be like the garden of Eden. Thou art of Jacob and a lawful heir to the fulness of the
Priesthood with wives and a great kingdom upon the earth in due time and it is your
privilige [sic] to stand upon the earth at the coming of the Messiah and converse with
all the Holy Prophets since the world began. Therefore go thy [ way] and no good
thing shall be with-held from thee and in the end thou shalt be crowned with glory
and Eternal lives to God and the Lamb forever and ever. Amen.
S. Stageman Scribe & Recorder48  [336]

On February 26, 1868, Richmond was incorporated as a city with William C.
Hendricks as mayor and Christopher Funk appointed as Supervisor of Streets. In July of that
year, Marcus Funk, N. R. Lewis, and G. F. Burnham became members of the first city police
force.49

Ten months from their wedding day, Lena bore her first child, Marcus Orlando.
Marcus Orlando's history concedes that his birthplace was, of all places, in his grandfather's
granary.50 One and a half years later, William Jacob was born. Now that they had two
healthy boys destined to help Marcus with the farm work, it was time for a girl. Obligingly,
on August 20, 1869, Eliza Johanna made her debut on earth in that little single-room log
home in Richmond. By the end of the first ten years of marriage, two other children were
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born: Matilda Magdalena and Willard Peter.

Figure 55: Magdalene Westenskow and Marcus Funk

Marcus was blessed to have such a devoted and hardworking woman as a wife and mother of
his children. Lena made her husband his first coat, which he wore with pride. And Lena was equally
blessed to have such a good provider for a husband. Marcus farmed every available inch of their
small acreage. The crops produced abundantly in response to Marcus's agrarian skills. It was not
long before he was [337] able to buy additional farm land. His herds of cattle, sheep, and horses
increased over the next ten years. He became one of the more prosperous fanners in Richmond.

No young man in the community had better financial prospects than Marcus. In the course of
ten years, he had sixty acres of choice farm land, team, sheep, and many very good milk cows.51
But the faith of Marcus and Lena was soon to be tested.
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